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Abstrat
Thirty years after the birth of foliations in the 1950's, André Hae-
iger has introdued a speial property satised by holonomy pseu-
dogroups of foliations on ompat manifolds, alled ompat gener-
ation. Up to now, this is the only general property known about
holonomy on ompat manifolds.
In this artile, we give a Morita-invariant generalization of Hae-
iger's ompat generation, from pseudogroups to objet-separated Lie
groupoids.
Mathematis Subjet Classiation: 57R30, 58H05.
Keywords: Foliation, Lie groupoid, Morita equivalene, Compat generation.
Introdution
Reall that a foliation of an n-manifold M is a partition of M into p-
submanifolds, whih loally looks like parallel opies of Rp in Rn. The on-
neted omponents of the p-struture are alled the leaves of the foliation.
A lassial tool to study the dynamis of the leaves is the set of holonomy
elements of the foliation, whih are dieomorphisms between transversals
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(submanifolds everywhere transverse to the leaves, and of omplementary
dimension). Given a omplete transversal T (a transversal that meets every
leaf at least one), the holonomy elements between open sets of T generate a
pseudogroup, the holonomy pseudogroup of the foliation relative to T . This
pseudogroup essentially depends on the foliation, in the sense that two dif-
ferent omplete transversals will provide two Haeiger-equivalent [2.1℄ pseu-
dogroups. When the base manifold M is ompat, Haeiger introdued an
invariant `nite generation' property for the holonomy pseudogroups: om-
pat generation.
Given a pseudogroup (H, T ), its set H of germs is naturally equipped with a
omposition operation (the ompositoin of germs). This omposition makes
H a small ategory with set of objets T , in whih every arrow is invertible.
Suh a struture is alled a groupoid struture. The set of germs H an also
be naturally given a topology (the sheaf topology), and natural harts with
smooth hanges of oordinates inherited from T . This dierential struture
is ompatible with the algebrai struture of H , and eventually H is a very
speial kind of groupoid, an (eetive) étale Lie groupoid.
In [Hae00℄, André Haeiger translated the ompat generation property for
pseudogroups in terms of étale groupoids, using the lose relation between
pseudogroups of dieomorphisms and their groupoids of germs [2.1,2.3℄. In
this paper, we extend ompat generation to (almost) all Lie groupoids, in
a onsistent way: invariane of ompat generation under Haeiger equiva-
lene is extended to invariane under Morita equivalene. I would like here
to thank Gaël Meigniez for leading me to the right denition through our
many diussions. I still an't realize the amount of `groupoidi' material we
studied together before the nal formulation arose.
1 Preliminaries
1.1 Reall that a groupoid G is a small ategory in whih every arrow is
invertible. Its set of objets, lassially denoted G0, is alled the base of
the groupoid, and an be embedded in G through the unit map (sending
eah objet to its assoiated identity morphism). We shall always use this
identiation, so that G0 ⊂ G for any groupoid. When needed, the set of
morphisms is distinguished from the groupoid G by denoting it G1. The
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anonial maps G1 → G0 sending eah morphism to its starting or ending
objet are alled the soure and target maps of G and denoted s and t,
respetively.
A groupoid G may be seen as a set of points G0, together with arrows
between these points, where the omposition of morphisms is some kind of
onatenation of arrows. We shall use a leftward-pointing onvention for
groupoid arrows: an arrow (morphism) g from x to y shall be written g :
x→ y, and if g : x→ y and h : y → z are two arrows of G, the omposition
of g and h will be hg : x→ z.
The basi algebrai behavior of groupoids is very similar to groups' [Ma87℄,
therefore both the voabularies of ategories and groups is usually applied
to groupoids: the omposition is alled produt, identity morphisms are
alled units, and so on. In this artile, we shall be espeially interested in
the obvious notions of subgroupoid (a subset losed under omposition and
inversion), and of subgroupoid generated by a set (the intersetion of
all subgroupoids ontaining that set). We will also all full a subgroupoid
if it is full as a subategory.
Notations: If X and Y are two subsets of G0, the set of all arrows issuing
from any point of X and ending at any point of Y will be denoted GYX (if X
or Y is the whole base G0, we won't speify it, writing G
Y
or GX).
1.2 Definition [Lie groupoid℄
A groupoid G is alled a Lie groupoid if G and G0 are smooth nite-
dimensional not neessarily Hausdor manifolds, if the soure and tar-
get maps of G are submersions, and if its produt, inverse and unit
maps are smooth.
By assuming s and t to be submersions, the bered produt Gs ×t G =
G×s=t G inherits a smooth submanifold struture, and that's why smooth-
ness of the produt makes sense. Also note that G0 ⊂ G is a submanifold,
as image of a setion (unit map) of a submersion (soure or target map).
It is important here to allow G to be non-Hausdor ; it is indeed often the
ase in pratie with groupoids arising in foliation theory. We also allow non-
Hausdor bases, but for onveniene only, so that we don't have to hek the
Hausdor ondition in our manipulations (however, we will remove this lib-
erty on bases in the last setion). Anyway, from now on, no manifold is
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onsidered Hausdor unless expliitly stated
1
. This lak of Hausdor ondi-
tion does not hange many things, as long as you remember never to use
losures of sets (whih may be pretty wild). Espeially, as ompat sets are
not always losed (that is, are only quasi-ompat in the Bourbaki sense),
relative ompatness shall be understood as `being inluded in a ompat
set', whih is a (stritly) weaker ondition than `having a ompat losure'.
1.3 In group theory, any element of a group naturally generates two dif-
feomorphisms of the group, the left and right translations by this element.
There's no immediate equivalent in groupoid theory: given a point x in the
base, we may `translate' it with any arrow g issuing from x, but there's no
way to translate other elements of the base with g, for it has only one soure:
x ! Thus to dene a translation on G we at least have to hose for eah point
x of the base an element starting at x. To arry out suh hoies, we follow
Kirill Makenzie [Ma87℄ and introdue the notion of bisetion.
Definition 1.4 [Bisetion℄
Let G be a Lie groupoid. Any (smooth) setion β of the soure map s
of G suh that the omposition tβ is a dieomorphism of G0 is alled a
global bisetion of G.
Note that this notion is symmetri in s and t: when we identify any s-setion
to its image in G, bisetions are those submanifolds of G for whih the re-
stritions of both s and t are dieomorphisms onto G0. Bisetions are very
eient in groupoid theory, due to the following fat:
Proposition 1.5
For any element g of a Lie groupoid G, sg 7→ g may be extended to a
loal bisetion β : U → G (where U is a neighborhood of sg).
A loal bisetion may be seen, of ourse, as a smooth submanifold of G for
whih both s and t are embeddings into G0. This point of view almost yields
the proof of the proposition: any small enough smooth submanifold ontain-
ing g, simultaneously transverse to the s- and t-bers through g ts. As
we have plenty of them, we shall for onveniene refer to loal bisetions as
bisetions.
Given a bisetion β : U → G, one an easily dene a (loal left-) trans-
lation Lβ : G
U → Gtβ(U) by letting any element of the image of β at by
1
It may be useful to reall that in any ase, points in a topologial manifold are always
losed (the T1 axiom is satised).
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left-translation on the t-ber of its soure: Lβ(h) = β(th) · h. Suh a trans-
lation is a dieomorphism of G (ompose β with the inversion and build an
inverse mapping). To illustrate these notions, let us prove the following:
Proposition 1.6
The produt of two open sets in a Lie groupoid is an open set.
Proof. We all U and V these open sets. Let u ∈ U and v ∈ V with sv = tu,
we wish to prove that V · U is a neighborhood of vu. Take a bisetion
β : W → G extending v, shrinking it if neessary we may assume β(W ) ⊂ V.
Now Lβ(U ∩G
W ) is an open set, ontaining vu and inluded in V · U . 
1.7 Two dierent ategories of Lie groupoids are usually being used. The
straightforward algebrai one:
Definition 1.8
A Lie groupoid morphism is a smooth funtor between Lie groupoids.
. . . and a more mysterious, intriate, but more signiant one, the Hilsum-
Skandalis ategory [Mr£99, Mr£96℄. We won't go into too muh detail in the
Hilsum-Skandalis ategory, however we need the equivalene relation asso-
iated to this ategory: Morita equivalene. This equivalene is based on
the notion of pullbaks in the algebrai Lie groupoid ategory, whih we
introdue now.
Consider H a Lie groupoid, and f : M → H0 any smooth map. As the soure
of H is a submersion, we an onstrut the smooth bered produt Hs×fM .
Hs ×f M
piM
piH
M
f
H
t s
H0H0
tpiH
pullbak
If we onsider H as a set of arrows from H0 to H0, we've atually just pulled
their soures with f from H0 toM , so we may see Hs×fM as a set of arrows
from M to H0. If tpiH is again a submersion, we may build the produt
Mf ×tpiH (Hs ×f M), that is, we an also pull the targets of the `arrows' of
Hs ×f M with f , and enventually get `arrows' from M to M .
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Mf ×tpiH (Hs ×f M)
piHM
Hs ×f M
piM
piH
M
f
Mf ×t H
H
st
H0
M
f
H0
tpiH
pullbak
It is an elementary exerise to hek that under this assumption, the triple
produtMf×tHs×fM is anonially isomorphi to its two deompositions in
nested double ber produts. This triple produt has a natural Lie groupoid
struture: take the obvious soure and target maps, and dene a ompati-
ble produt by (p, h, n)(n, g,m) = (p, hg,m). All struture maps are learly
smooth, and it is easy to hek that the soure and target maps are submer-
sions. In this situation, Mf ×tHs×f M is alled the pullbak groupoid of
H by f , and denoted f ∗H . Note that in partiular, this onstrution an be
ahieved entirely (i.e. tpiH is a submersion) when f is a submersion.
1.9 Let ϕ : G → H be a Lie groupoid morphism. Then the indued map
ϕ0 : G0 7→ H0 (the base of ϕ) is a partiular ase of a map f : M →
G0 onsidered in the previous paragraph. If tpiH : Hs ×ϕ0 G0) → H0 is a
surjetive submersion, we may onsider the pullbak ϕ∗0H . It is endowed with
a natural Lie groupoid morphism (t, ϕ, s) : G→ ϕ∗0H . When this morphism
is an isomorphism, i.e. when G naturally identies to ϕ∗0H , ϕ is alled an
essential equivalene [CM00, Mr£99℄. Note that in partiular (t, ϕ, s) is
a bijetion, whih means that any arrow h : ϕ0(x) → ϕ0(y) of H between
points in the image of ϕ0 admits a unique lifting g : x → y in G
y
x (unique
lifting property). In the partiular ase when ϕ0 is already a surjetive
submersion, an essential equivalene is alled a Morita morphism.
Be aware that existene of an essential equivalene between two groupoids
is not an equivalene relation, for it is not symmetri. Atually, Morita
equivalene is the assoiated symmetrized relation:
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Definition 1.10 [Morita equivalene℄
Two groupoids G and H are said to be Morita-equivalent if there
exists a third groupoid K and two essential equivalenes ϕ, ψ : K →
G,H.
It an be seen that this relation is an equivalene relation. Morita equivalene
is a very exible notion and admits many other equivalent denitions. In
partiular we shall be interested in the following one (see also 2.6):
Theorem 1.11
Two Lie groupoids G and H are Morita-equivalent if, and only if, there
exists a third groupoid K and two Morita morphisms ϕ, ψ : K → G,H.
This means we an freely assume that the funtors used in the denition are
submersions on the bases (whih is atually equivalent to being a submersion
for an essential equivalene).
2 Groupoidizing pseudogroups
2.1 Reall that a pseudogroup of dieomorphisms on a manifold T is a set
of dieomophisms between open sets of T , whih is losed under restrition,
inversion and gluing. To any pseudogroup (H, T ), one an assoiate the set
H of all germs of elements of H, whih is a groupoid for the omposition of
germs [g]y · [f ]x = [g ◦ f ]x. This groupoid has a natural (sheaf) topology:
given an element h ∈ H, the olletion of all germs of h at all points of its
domain represents a base open set for this topology. Eah suh base open set
may be identied to an open set of T , therefore the hanges of oordinates in
H identify to hanges of oordinates in T , and thus are smooth. Moreover,
it is obvious in these partiular oordinates that the soure and target maps
of H are étale (i.e. loal dieomorphisms), and that its other struture maps
are smooth. We shall all H the germ groupoid of H, and denote it [H].
It is an étale groupoid, a Lie groupoid with étale soure and target.
Reall the denition of Haeiger equivalene between pseudogroups (see
[Hae00℄ for another denition): two pseudogroups (H, T ) and (H′, T ′) are
said to be Haeiger equivalent if there exists a set Φ of dieomorphisms from
open sets overing T to open sets overing T ′ suh that:
ΦHΦ−1 ⊂ H′ and Φ−1H′Φ ⊂ H
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Proposition 2.2
If two pseudogroups (H, T ) and (H′, T ′) are Haeiger-equivalent, their
germ groupoids H and H ′ are Morita-equivalent [1.10℄.
Proof. Let Φ be a set of dieomorphisms giving an Haeiger equivalene from
H to H′, and let's write Z0 = H
′[Φ]H the olletion of all germs oming from
ompositions of maps of H, Φ and H′ (whenever dened).
T ′ T
z1
z2
h′2z2h
−1
2
h′1
h′2
h1
h2
Z0
H ′
H
στ
Write σ and τ the maps sending eah element of Z0 repetively to its soure
(in H) and its target (in H ′), and give the manifold Z = H ′s ×τ Z0 σ ×s H a
soure map s = piZ0 , a target map t(h
′, z, h) = h′zh−1, and a produt
(h′2, z2, h2)(h
′
1, z1, h1) = (h
′
2h
′
1, z1, h2h1)
It is easy to hek that Z is an étale groupoid (all maps here are étale). It
is no more diult to see that the two obvious smooth funtors S = piH :
Z → H and T = piH′ : Z → H
′
are atually Morita morphisms: apply the
pullbak onstrution [1.7℄ to the maps σ = S0 and τ = T0 (étale and thus
submersive), and use the global omposition of germs over T ∪ T ′ to build
smooth inverses for the anonial funtors (for example with S):
H ′s ×τ Z0 σ ×s H
∼=
Z0 σ ×t Hs ×σ Z0
(h′, z1, h)
(t,S,s)
(h′z1h
−1, h, z1)
(z2hz
−1
1 , z1, h) (z2, h, z1)
This implies that H and H ′ are Morita-equivalent. 
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2.3 Definition
We shall all 0-translation of a Lie groupoid H any dieomorphism
between open sets of H0 whih may be loally written tβ, for some loal
bisetion β.
It is easy to hek that the 0-translations of a groupoid H form a pseu-
dogroup of dieomorphisms on H0. We shall denote this pseudogroup T H .
In the partiular ase when H is the germ groupoid of a pseudogroup H,
the topology of H fores the bisetions to be loally written x 7→ [f ]x for
some f ∈ H. Therefore a 0-translation τ of H may be in turn loally written
τ(x) = t([f ]x) = f(x), so that τ ∈ H loally, and then globally by gluing (H
pseudogroup). Thus T H ⊂ H, and the other inlusion is immediate with the
identity f = x 7→ t([f ]x). Finally we see that H = T H , and also H = [T H ],
i.e. H is eetive2. (Note that the two operations [ · ] and T might be used
to identify pseudogroups and eetive étale groupoids.)
As Haeiger equivalene of two pseudogroups implies Morita equivalene of
their germ groupoids, it is natural to ask whether it is true in the other di-
retion. Of ourse, this question makes sense only if we onsider groupoids
with bases of the same dimension.
Proposition 2.4
If H and H ′ are two Morita-equivalent groupoids with dimH0 = dimH
′
0,
then their pseudogroups of 0-translations are Haeiger-equivalent.
We still need some tehnial results about Morita equivalene to prove this
proposition, therefore we will postpone the proof to paragraph 2.7. We may
sum up the results of the two last paragraphs in the following theorem:
Theorem 2.5
Let (H, T ) and (H′, T ′) be two pseudogroups. We may identify these
pseudogroups to their germ groupoids, for T [H] = H (same for H′).
The pseudogroups H and H′ are Haeiger-equivalent if and only if the
groupoids [H] and [H′] are Morita-equivalent.
2.6 Proposition
If H and H ′ are two Morita-equivalent groupoids with dimH0 =
dimH ′0 = d, there exists a third groupoid Z with dimZ0 = d and two
Morita morphisms ϕ, ψ : Z → H,H ′.
2
See [Mr£96℄ for more information about the `eet-funtor' [T ·]
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Proof. Take K a Lie groupoid yielding a Morita equivalene between H and
H ′, with Morita morphisms η, ϑ : K → H,H ′ (theorem 1.11). Take any m ∈
K0, and write x = η0m, x
′ = ϑ0m. The subspaes Tm(η
−1
0 x) and Tm(ϑ
−1
0 x
′)
have the same odimension d in TmK0, so they admit a ommon supplemen-
tary Fm. Take some oordinates system aroundm, and onsider a small d-dis
Dm ontaining m, and ontained in the subspae Fm in those oordinates.
K0
H ′0 H0
Dm ⊂ Fm
m
U ′m Umx′ x
ϑ0 η0
The dis Dm is transversal to the η0- and ϑ0-bers at m, thus we may assume
(shrinking if neessary) that the restritions of η0 and ϑ0 to Dm are dieo-
morphisms onto open sets Um ⊂ H0 and U
′
m ⊂ H
′
0. We may also assume
that there exists a hart around m, ontaining Dm in its domain, in whih
the submersion η0 is loally the projetion of a produt H0 × F → H0.
Set Z0 the disjoint union of suh diss Dm for all m ∈ K0. We laim that the
anonial map j : Z0 → K0 indues an essential equivalene. We rst hek
that tpiK : Ks ×j Z0 → K0 is a surjetive submersion by onstruting loal
setions of this map (see gure on the next page).
Take any n ∈ K0, and any (k,m) ∈ K × Z0 in the tpiK-ber over n, that is:
k : m → n in K. Denote Dm∗ the referene disk for m in Z0. There exists
a loal bisetion β extending k−1 in a neighborhood V of n [1.5℄, we shrink
it if neessary to have ηtβ(V ) ⊂ Um∗ . We then rush W = tβ(V ) into Dm∗
following the arrows given by
W
p :
K
Dm∗
W = s
−1(W ) ∩ t−1(Dm∗)
m′ (t, η, s)−1
(
ση(m′) , 1ηm′ , m
′
)
where σ is the inverse of η0 : Dm∗ → Um∗ . Following p
−1
and then β−1, we
get a setion of tpiK , whih may be written preisely (β
−1 · (ptβ)−1, j−1tptβ)
(where j is restrited to Dm∗ for the inverse).
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WV
k
βn′
n
n′
m
p
Dm∗
σ η0
It follows that j indues a groupoid pullbak [1.7℄, with an essential equiva-
lene for anonial map J : Z → K. Let us denote ϕ = ηJ and ψ = ϑJ . We
laim that ϕ, ψ : Z → H,H ′ t the problem.
Z
ψ ϕ
J
H ′ K
ϑ η
H
By denition of Z0, we know that it has dimension d, and that ϕ0 and ψ0 are
surjetive and étale. Thus it only remains to hek whether the anonial
funtors Z → ϕ∗0H and Z → ψ
∗
0H
′
are dieomorphisms. This an be ahieved
by writing Z = Z0 j ×t Ks ×j Z0 = Z0 j ×id K0 η0 ×t Hs ×η0 K0 id ×j Z0 =
Z0 (η0j) ×t Hs ×(η0j) Z0, and same with H
′
. 
2.7 Proof of proposition 2.4. Considering proposition 2.6, it sues to prove
the statement when we have a Morita morphism ϕ : H → H ′. In this ase,
ϕ0 : H0 → H
′
0 is a surjetive submersion between manifolds of the same
dimension, thus it is a surjetive loal dieomorphism. Cover H0 with open
sets Ui suh that the restritions ϕi = ϕ0|Ui : Ui → Vi are dieomorphisms,
and set Φ = {ϕi}. We laim that Φ gives a Haeiger equivalene from T H
to T H ′.
Due to the stability of pseudogroups under gluing, it is enough to prove the
following: for any bisetion β : U → H
Uj
Ui
with domain ontained in a single
Ui and tβ(U) ontained in a single Uj (resp β
′ : V → (H ′)
Vj
Vi
), the omposition
ϕj ◦ tβ ◦ ϕ
−1
i is an element of T H
′
(resp ϕ−1j ◦ tβ
′ ◦ ϕi ∈ T H). But all suh
bisetions β and β ′ are in one-to-one orrespondane through:
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ββ ′
H
H ′
ϕj ϕi
ϕ
β β ′ = ϕβϕ−1i
β ′ β = (t, ϕ, s)−1(ϕ−1j tβ
′ϕi, β
′ϕi, id)
Thus every ϕjtβϕ
−1
i = tϕβϕ
−1
i is some tβ
′ ∈ T H ′, and every ϕ−1j tβ
′ϕi is
some tβ, with β given by the orrespondane. 
Definition 2.8 [Groupoid dimension℄
The groupoid dimension of a Lie groupoid H is the relative integer
gdimH = dimH1 − 2 dimH0.
It is immediate from the denition of pullbak groupoids [1.7℄ that the
groupoid dimension is preserved under pullbaks, and therefore under Morita-
equivalene [1.10℄.
Proof of theorem 2.5. Aording to propositions 2.2 and 2.4, the only point
missing to get the theorem is to hek whether the groupoids H = [H] and
H ′ = [H′] have bases of the same dimension whenever they are Morita-
equivalent. In this ase, we know that gdimH = gdimH ′. But H and H ′
are étale, therefore gdimH = dimH0− 2 dimH0 = − dimH0 and gdimH
′ =
− dimH ′0, and thus dimH0 = dimH
′
0. 
3 Compat generation
3.1 In this setion we will dene a property for groupoids involving om-
patness. The problem is that we have to deal with ber produts over base
spaes, whih implies heavy manipulations on ompat subspaes that may
go wild in the non-Hausdor ase. Therefore we will restrit ourselves to a
(not so) speial kind of groupoids:
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Definition 3.2
A Lie groupoid is alled objet-separated if its base is a Hausdor
spae.
Groupoids in lassial foliation theory are naturally objet-separated, as their
bases are (smooth) Hausdor manifolds. All groupoids will be hereafter as-
sumed objet-separated. This denition is naturally ompatible with pull-
baks to Hausdor bases, so that we an go on using the onstrutions dened
in the rst setion, however we need to rene Morita equivalene [1.10,1.11℄
a bit to t our new type of groupoids:
Proposition 3.3
Let G and H be two objet-separated, Morita-equivalent groupoids. Then
there exists an objet-separated groupoid K, and two Morita morphisms
ϕ, ψ : K → G,H.
Proof: `overing trik'. Let K ′ be a groupoid yielding a Morita equivalene
between G and H , with two Morita morphisms ϕ′, ψ′ : K ′ → G,H (theo-
rem 1.11). Cover K ′0 with open sets Ui dieomorphi to R
n
, and let K0 be
the disjoint union of the Ui's (whih is a Hausdor manifold). The anon-
ial map j : K0 → K
′
0 is a surjetive submersion, and therefore indues a
groupoid pullbak K := j∗K ′, with a Morita morphism J as anonial fun-
tor (see 1.7). Set ϕ := ϕ′ ◦ J , ψ := ψ′ ◦ J , these are Morita morphisms as
ompositions of Morita morphisms (straightforward exerise). 
3.4 Before dening ompat generation, let us introdue some voabulary.
Any Lie groupoid G `ats'3 naturally on itself by left multipliation. For any
x ∈ G0, we shall all G ·x = t(s
−1(x)) the 0-orbit of x in G ; it may be seen as
the set of all points of G0 whih are linked to x by an arrow of G. In a similar
way, we dene the 1-orbit of g ∈ G to be the set of all arrows of G whih are
linked to g by an arrow of G, that is Orb(g) = t−1(t(s−1(sg))) = s−1st−1tg.
If S is any subset of G, we dene the base of S to be S0 := 〈S〉0 = s(S) ∪
t(S). We shall say that S is exhaustive in G if it meets every 1-orbit, or
equivalently if its base meets every 0-orbit. Finally, we reall that relative
ompatness means inlusion into a ompat subset [1.1℄.
3
Can be formalized [Hae84℄.
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Definition 3.5
An objet-separated Lie groupoid G is said to be ompatly gener-
ated if it ontains a relatively ompat exhaustive open subset U , whih
generates a full subgroupoid.
By propostion 1.6, we know that an open subset of G generates an open
subgroupoid, for the generated set 〈U〉 is just the union of all powers of
U ∪ U−1. In partiular, 〈U〉 is a Lie subgroupoid of G, and it may be seen
that this denition is equivalent to there exists a relatively ompat open
subset U suh that 〈U〉 ⊂ G is an essential equivalene.
For onveniene, we shall say that a subset S ⊂ G whih generates a full
subgroupoid has the full generation property, or simply has full generation.
3.6 We have seen that pseudogroups and germ groupoids ould be naturally
identied (theorem 2.5). There is already a notion of ompat generation for
pseudogroups, therefore we begin by investigating the relation between de-
nition 3.5 for germ groupoids and the lassial denition for pseudogroups:
Definition 3.7
A pseudogroup (H, T ) is said to be ompatly generated if the fol-
lowing holds:
• T admits an open subset U , relatively ompat, and exhaustive
(meeting every H-orbit).
• There exist nitely many hi ∈ H and open sets Ui ⊂ U , eah rel-
atively ompat in the domain of the assoiated hi, suh that the
indued pseudogroup H|U (elements of H with domain and image in
U) is generated by the (hi)|Ui.
Proposition 3.8
Let (H, T ) be a pseudogroup and H its germ groupoid. Then H is
ompatly generated if and only if H is.
Proof. Assume that H is ompatly generated, and onsider the set of germs
U = ∪
i
{[hi]x ; x ∈ Ui}
This is an open subset of [H] [2.1℄, relatively ompat as nite union of
relatively ompat sets (hek it in the harts provided by the domains of
the hi's), and exhaustive beause U is. It also generates a full subgroupoid
beause every arrow of [H] between points of U0 = U is a germ of some
element in H|U , so is a produt of germs of the (hi)|Vi at suitably hosen
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points. Therefore [H] is ompatly generated.
Conversly, assume that H is ompatly generated, and let U be a symmetri
exhaustive relatively ompat open subset of [H] with full generation (we may
suppose U symmetri, for U ∪ U−1 has the same properties as U regarding
ompat generation). Deompose U into a nite union of open subsets Ui suh
that eah Ui is inluded in a ompat set Ki, itself inluded in an open set Vi
where s and t are both dieomorphisms onto open sets of T (the union is nite
beause U is inluded in a ompat). Write si = s|Vi, and set hi = t ◦ s
−1
i ∈
T [H] = H, Ui = s(Ui) and U = U0 = ∪i Ui. We laim that this data satises
the denition of ompat generation for H. It is not hard to see that U is an
exhaustive relatively ompat open subset of T : exhaustiveness is inherited
from that of U ; openness and relative ompatness are onsequenes of s
and t being étale (and U relatively ompat). Now take some h ∈ H|U , and
any x in the domain of h. The germ [h]x has soure and target in U0, hene
by full generation it may be written as a produt of elements of U :
[h]x = ul · . . . · u1
Eah uk is in some Uα(k), and the denition of [H] implies uk = [hα(k)]suk .
Thus
[h]x = [hα(l)]sul · . . . · [hα(1)]su1 = [hα(l) . . . hα(1)]x
and h is loally at x a produt of the hi|Ui's. As it is true for every x in its
domain, by gluing, h is in the pseudogroup generated by the hi|Ui's. 
3.9 Example. Given a foliation F on a manifold M , a lassial groupoid
assoiated to F is its holonomy groupoid Hol(F), the set of all germs of
holonomy elements
4
of the foliation up to a hoie of loal transversals. This
groupoid is the modern evolution of the holonomy pseudogroup HT asso-
iated to a omplete transversal T [God91℄. A lassial result asserts that
the germ groupoid of this pseudogroup identies to the pullbak of Hol(F)
along the inlusion T →M , the resulting morphism being an essential equiv-
alene [1.9℄. The same pullbak onstrution may be ahieved for the other
lassial groupoid assoiated to F , the groupoid of tangent paths up to tan-
gent homotopy - alled the monodromy (or homotopy) groupoid Mon(F)
of F , produing another étale groupoid. In partiular, these two lassial
groupoids are Morita-equivalent to étale ones. These remarks have lead to
4
Reall that a holonomy element is a dieomorphism assoiated to a tangent path,
whih roughly follows the transverse oordinates of the neighboring leaves along the path.
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the denition of `foliation' groupoids [CM00℄:
Definition 3.10
A foliation groupoid is any groupoid whih is Morita-equivalent to an
étale one.
The 0-orbits of a foliation groupoid naturally dene a foliation of its base
[CM00℄. Given that ompat generation was originaly designed to harater-
ize holonomy pseudogroups of ompat foliated manifolds, we ask the ques-
tion: is a foliation groupoid with ompat base always ompatly generated?
Theorem 3.11
Every s-onneted foliation groupoid with ompat base is ompatly
generated.
Reall that an s-onneted groupoid is a groupoid with onneted s-bers
(or t-bers). The theorem fails to be true if we don't require the groupoid to
be s-onneted: hoose any non-nitely generated group A and any ompat
manifold M . Give A the disrete topology and onsider the trivial groupoid
on M with group A, M ×A×M (with produt (z, b, y)(y, a, x) = (z, ba, x)).
It is a foliation groupoid: take any m ∈ M , and hek that the inlusion
{m} ×A× {m} ⊂M ×A×M is an essential equivalene. It has a ompat
base, but annot be ompatly generated. Indeed, if it was, there would exist
a relatively ompat subset U ⊂M ×A×M with full generation. The group
A is not nitely generated, so U would have to ross an innite number of
M × {a} ×M to have full generation. But it is impossible, beause the sets
M × {a} ×M are open and pairwise disjoint, so that U , whih is relatively
ompat, an only meet a nite number of them.
We denote G a foliation groupoid, and F the foliation it indues on its base,
whih we assume to be ompat. The next proof uses both the loal stru-
ture of foliation groupoids and the onstrution of the natural fatorisation
morphsim hG : Mon(F) → G given in [CM00℄, whih we reall here.
[CM00℄ Lemma 3
A trivializing submersion pi : U → T of F is a submersion on an open
set of G0 with ontratible bers, whih are preisely the leaves of F|U .
Denote G(U) the s-onneted omponent of GUU . Then the map (t, s) :
G(U) → U ×T U is a natural isomorphism of Lie groupoids, where
U ×T U is given the pair produt (z, y)(y, x) = (z, x).
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[CM00℄ Proposition 1
With the preeding notations, there is a natural fatorisation of the
anonial map hol :Mon(F) → Hol(F) into two surjetive (funtorial)
loal dieomorphisms
Mon(F)
hG
G
holG
Hol(F)
Proof of thm 3.11. Let (Vi)i be a nite open over of G0 by domains of triv-
ializing submersions, and (Ui)i a shrinking of (Vi)i. Set U to be the union
of the restritions G(Ui) = G(Vi)
Ui
Ui
of the loal groupoids G(Vi). The set U
is open in G, and learly exhaustive beause U0 = G0. Using the isomor-
phism (t, s)i : G(Vi) → Vi ×Ti Vi, we an inlude eah G(Ui) in a ompat
set (namely (t, s)−1i
(
Ui ×Ti Ui
)
), whih implies that U is relatively ompat.
Finally, as (Ui)i overs G0, every tangent path α of G0 may be deomposed
as a produt of tangent paths αk ontained eah in a single Ui(k). Due to the
ontratibility of the pii(k)-bers, eah path αk is entirely dened by its ends.
Those ends in turn give an element gk = (t, s)
−1
i(k)(αk) ∈ G(Ui(k)). Then the
produt of the gk's lies in the subgroupoid generated by U , and is preisely
hG(α) by onstrution of hG. It follows that U generates the entire image of
hG. But G is s-onneted, so that hG is surjetive onto G. Thus U generates
G, and has full generation. 
Corollary 3.12
If F is a foliation on a ompat manifold, its monodromy and holonomy
groupoids are ompatly generated.
Proof. It sues to remark that the s-bers of a monodromy (resp. holon-
omy) groupoid are the universal (resp. holonomy) overings of the leaves,
and thus are onneted. 
3.13 Theorem
If G and H are Morita-equivalent objet-separated Lie groupoids, and
if G is ompatly generated, then so is H.
Considering proposition 3.3, it sues to prove the following
Lemma 3.14
If ϕ : G→ H is a Morita morphism between objet-separated groupoids,
and if G or H is ompatly generated, then so is the other one.
The easy ase is whenG is ompatly generated: let U be a relatively ompat
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exhaustive open subset of G with full generation, and let V := ϕ(U). Then V
is immediately relatively ompat and open, as ϕ is a submersion (hek in
the omplete pullbak diagram 1.7, with f = ϕ0 a submersion). The unique
lifting property [1.9℄ shows that the 1-orbits of G and H are in one-to-one
orrespondane via ϕ (Orb(g) 7→ Orb(ϕg)), so that V meets every H1-orbit
whih is the image of a G1-orbit met by U . But U meets every of them, thus
V is exhaustive. Finally, as ϕ is a funtor, the subgroupoid generated by V,
the image of U , is the image of the subgroupoid generated by U , whih is
full. Thus 〈V〉 is also full, as the unique lifting property ensures it an't miss
any arrow.
The other ase is a bit triky, beause we have to limb up ϕ preserving
both openness and relative ompatness. Assume we have a V ⊂ H giving
ompat generation for H , hosen symmetri.
The map ϕ0 is a submersion, so we an loally write it as the projetion of
a produt onto an open set W × F →W . As V := V0 is relatively ompat,
we an over it with a nite number of open sets Vi ⊂ V , eah inluded in a
ompat Ki, itself ontained in the image of a trivializationWi×Fi →Wi of
ϕ0. For eah i, we also hoose a small open set Di, inside a ompat subset
F ′i ⊂ Fi, and set Ui := Vi ×Di, Ci := Ki × F
′
i . Let us write U := ∪i Ui, and
onsider the set of all arrows between points of U that are sent in V by ϕ:
U := (t, ϕ, s)−1
(
U × V × U
)
This is an open subset of G, whih is inluded in the ompat set
C := (t, ϕ, s)−1
(
C ×K × C
)
where C is the union of the Ci's, and K some xed ompat set ontaining
V (V relatively ompat). The set C is indeed ompat, for it is the diret
image under the dieomorphism (t, ϕ, s)−1 : ϕ∗0H → G of the intersetion
of the ompat artesian produt C × K × C, and the losed submanifold
ϕ∗0H ⊂ G0 × H × G0 (here we use that ϕ
∗
0H = (G0ϕ0)H(ϕ0G0) is a ber
produt over twie the diagonal of G0, whih is losed [3.1℄). Thus U is
relatively ompat.
It is easy to see that U is exhaustive: by unique lifting every G1-orbit is the
preimage by ϕ of an H1-orbit, whih neessarily rosses V (exhaustiveness),
and thus its preimage rosses U (ϕ(U) = V by onstrution).
It only remains to hek the full generation property. Take any g ∈ GUU . We
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have ϕg ∈ HVV = 〈V〉, thus we an write ϕg as a nite produt of elements
of V
ϕg = vl · . . . · v1
Choose indies α(k) suh that x0 := sv1 ∈ Vα(0), and xk := tvk ∈ Vα(k) for
all k > 0. We then hoose points mk ∈ Uα(k) over the xk's by ϕ0, with two
speial hoies m0 = sg and ml = tg, and dene
gk := (t, ϕ, s)
−1
(
mk , vk , mk−1
)
for 0 < k < l
g
sg tg
m1
ϕg
v1 v2
G0
V
ϕ0
By denition of U , gk ∈ U for all j, so that the (well-dened) produt gl . . . g1
is in 〈U〉. But
ϕ(gl . . . g1) = ϕgl · . . . · ϕg1 = vl · . . . · v1 = ϕg
and uniity of the pullbak between m0 = sg and ml = tg implies g =
gl . . . g1 ∈ 〈U〉. Thus U has full generation, and G is ompatly generated. 
Corollary 3.15 [Haefliger's lemma, groupoid version℄
If F is a foliation on a ompat manifold M , all transverse holonomy
groupoids of F are ompatly generated.
We have seen (theorem 2.5 and proposition 3.8) that this assertion is simply
a translation of Haeiger's original result in groupoid theory.
Proof. We know by orollary 3.12 thatHol(F) is ompatly generated. Given
a omplete transversal T for F , it is a lassial result that the inlusion
T ⊂ M indues an essential equivalene HolT (F) → Hol(F) [1.9℄, where
HolT (F) is the germ groupoid of the holonomy pseudogroup HT assoiated
to T . In partiular these two groupoids are Morita-equivalent [1.10℄, and
thus HolT (F) is ompatly generated by the invariane theorem 3.13. 
3.16Remark. As in the ase of pseudogroups, it is important to require U to
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be open in denition 3.5. We onstrut here an example of a non-ompatly
generated groupoid, whih admits a relatively ompat exhaustive non-open
subset U with full generation. This example is inspired from an exerise in
[Hae00℄.
Consider the Klein bottle, seen as a ylinder S1 × [−1, 1] (S1 ⊂ C) with its
ends identied (z, 1) = (z,−1), and foliated by the diretries {z} × [−1, 1].
T
M
[id] [ . ]
∐
HolT (F) =
Take T = S1 × {0} a irular transversal, then the transverse holonomy
groupoid H = HolT (F) assoiated to T may be seen as two opies of S
1
,
one for trivial holonomy germs and one for the germs of the holonomy dif-
feomorphism obtained by turning one along the diretries (whih indues
the omplex onjugation on S1).
Now make two holes in the Klein bottle at (±1, 1), so that we annot turn
around the assoiated leaves. In this ase, H loses the points [ . ]±1, and is
no more ompatly generated. Indeed, if we had some U satisfying deni-
tion 3.5, U0 would ontain some small neighborhood V of 1, whih we may
assume stable under onjugation. The full generation property would then
fore {[ . ]z; z ∈ V \ {1}} ⊂ U , and thus U ould not be relatively ompat
in H , absurd. However, if we set
U = {[id]z;ℑm(z) > 0}
then U is relatively ompat, exhaustive, and generates a full subgroupoid of
H . It statises all onditions for ompat generation, but being open.
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